
SL.NO PROGRAM OUTCOMES     (POs) OUTCOMES      (PSOs)
COURSE/ 

SUBJECT
OUTCOMES      (COs)

Botony

# knowledge about herbs and medicinal plants                                            

      # modern trends in Agriculture like Green House ,poly house 

effects and Organic cultivation etc.                                                                

     # knowledge about plant diseases Microbiology & Bio -

Technology

Zoology

# to Educate Students in the major branch of Biological sciences i.e. 

Zoology                                                                                                

#facilitates higher education and research in zoology                 

#Basic concepts like Animal Classification schemes and Taxonomy 

groups 

Chemistry
# Develop an idea about Synthetic drugs and medicines # idea 

about envinorment and green Chemistry 

Mathematics

# understanding Differtation and integration is used in 

understanding several branches of science like physics and 

chemistry                                                                                              

#Mathmatical logics and algorithms also used in Computer science                                                                                                            

                                                                                                         #inter 

disipilanry knowledge like coding ,Alzebra and Gomentry

Physics

# Doors would open to become a Teacher /Astronmomer or space 

scientist                                                                                                                      

           # knowledge about Electronics/Mechanics/Nano 

Techonolgy/Quantum physics & fiber optics                        

#knowledge on devices and circuits with Electricity and Electro 

Magnetism 

Computer 

Sciences

#Programming skills through C++ and Java ,Basics of 

Documentation through MS Office                                                                 

     # Creation of Database using DBMS & RDBMS                                            

         # Software and project development
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PROGRAM 

SPECIALIZATION

1 B.Sc

The students are expected to 

hone up their skills and 

knowledge in core areas like 

Mathematics, Computer 

Science and Communication 

Skills in English be Job-ready 

by the end of the Under 

Graduate program

BZC                            

(Life Sciences)

MPCS              (Physical 

Sciences)

The Students Would  get good 

Knowledge about plants and 

Animals and there systems .the 

Relationship of plants and Animals 

to the envinorment and The Human 

beings

The Students would gain knowledge 

about Modern Technologies like 

Space,Algorithms,Chemistry and 

Physics behind various mode 

Devices -Machinical and Electronics



English

# imbibe the knowlegde of phonetic system, nuances of grammar 

and sentence making, speak a good English and be expressive                                                              

                                                   # acquire the ability of writing 

paragraphs, different kinds of essays and resume's;                                                                                                          

                                                                             # improve their 

Soft-Skill set and Value orientation to life                    # improve 

interview skills and their chances of employability

Telugu

# Academic goal - Pursue higher education                                 # 

creative goal- begin life as a writer/poet, gain expressive power, 

can become a creator or translator of literature Texts                                                                                                                    

                                                                                          # substantive 

goals - Anaiytical skills, understanding social problems and guiding 

persons and communities, developing culture values

Commerce

# They are ready to study MBA, CA & CMA (Cost Management) 

courses                                                                                            # 

ready to take up jobs like: Company Secretary, Financial Advisor or 

a Practitioner of Tax etc.                                                                                      

                # can work as an Accountant for Corporates and MNCs

The students get to learn 

Languages like Excel, C++, Java and 

Web applications etc.

Computer 

Applications

# The students can go to Software Development side                                 

        # can pursue their MBA 

Economics

#knowledge about consumer and producer behaviour             

#dynamics of Market forces                                                                  

#concepts like inflation ,Growth & Regression ,National income & 

Sectorial Alloactions,banking Sector 

Political Science

# Knowledge about Consitution ,Parliamentary procedures                

# international bodies like UNO.ASEAN ,WTO,SAARC,and Amanesty 

International                                                                                        # 

Evolution Act and Laws and also Phiosolfical foudations

Public 

Administration

#enables to choose one of the best Civil Service options (pub .ad)                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                       

# understanding of constitution law and the implementation ofthe 

same in the public life                                                                                          

        # knowledge about e- Governance and public policy framing

B.Com CA

2

3

B.Com

BA

The students are expected to 

develop entrepreneurial, 

business, management and 

financial skills. They are also 

expected to develop 

Communication Skills in 

English and Arithmetic and 

Reasoning Skills and be Job-

ready by the end of the 

Program

The students are expected to 

develop a deep knowledge of 

Social Sciences and develop 

human values. They would 

develop good  

Communication Skills in 

English and be ready to go 

for higher studies and 

competitive exams by the 

end of the Program

B.Com Gen(Commerce 

& Accounts)

EPP                       

(Social Sciences With 

Pub.Ad)

The  students would get a good 

knowledge of Accounting,Tally 

Marketing, Taxation, Business and 

Consumer Laws  as a part of their 

General Commerce Program

The Students Gain knowledge about 

indian Economy ,Consitution and 

Administative Procedures at various 

levels and also gain cutting-edge 

,competive ness in various National 

and State level Recuirtment 

Examinations



The Students Gain knowledge about 

indian Economy and indian 

past.They will be in a position to 

look at the Society from a broader 

Economic and Historical perspective 

and offer solution to present day 

challanges

History

# Can become experts of History                                                                     

      # learn about the past to understand present society and its 

problems                                                                                                                    

           # can become a Museum Curator ,Historian and a Tourism 

Expert

EHP                      (Social 

Sciences with History)

3 BA

The students are expected to 

develop a deep knowledge of 

Social Sciences and develop 

human values. They would 

develop good  

Communication Skills in 

English and be ready to go 

for higher studies and 

competitive exams by the 

end of the Program

Principal                                                                                                            
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